5. The Golden and The White States

Earth and the Heavenly Kingdom
(see Book 1, chapter 4 of this series)
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5.1 Prologue – The Golden State
[31-7]

The Golden State is the future State (on Earth) that Plutarch has
prophesied, within the framework of Heavenly Teachings that were
transmitted to the Spiritualist Society of Athens “The Divine Light”.
This State will be a reflection of the White State of the Spiritual World, on
Earth. It will be the earthly paradise. Based on the principles of Love
and Justice towards all citizens, it will be the lighthouse and example to
all nations of how they should structure and operate a society of virtuous
citizens.
The Management will exercise its duties for the benefit of all the children
of the State. Children will be brought up correctly through instruction
based on human values and music will raise the soul to heavenly
spheres where the spirit will be enlightened by immortal values. Laws
will be established by inspired lawmakers and will operate for the correct
reform of the immoral and will not be used for inhuman – and frequently
unjust – punishment. Religion will take care of the continuous cultivation
of the soul and spirit, so that these two balance. Furthermore, the
solution to many of Man’s inner problems will be found.
All aspects of this blessed State, from educational establishments and
athletics to public benefit works and entertainment will operate
impeccably and they will all be designed for the spiritual and psychical
elevation of all citizens without exception.
Therefore justly, in this spiritual winter in which we live these days, within
the psychical intolerance and the total material acceptance of life that
brings Man to the level of a beast, the image of such a future State
warms our hearts with the hope that the Lord’s Love will raise Man to the
level for which the Creator created him.
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5.2 The Golden State
{Plutarch}
[5-209; 31-7]

I will give directions about My Work. My brethren, when you receive the
Texts of the Golden State you will concentrate only on these until the
end of the Work. You will not turn your attention to another direction
caused by sound or by being disturbed by a third or other persons,
because there is a specific reason for this Work. This Work prophesizes
the future of the Golden State on your Earth. From this State will radiate
the Lights of Love, of Justice and the goodwill of all good and pious men.
From this State also, the bright sun of the psycho-spiritual substance of
new Man will rise. From it, the new branch of science will grow that is,
the advancement of the spiritual man through Divine Energy.
All will receive a new form. The unpolished diamond – Man - will sparkle
as the most beautiful star of the Universal World. The animals will be
ennobled even more because they have intelligence that Man lacks
because of his continuous thinking about matter. Man will tame even
the wildest beasts, because in him the imposition of his soul strength
and spiritual Divine value will be developed.
Within the framework of the new State, Man will see how he is able to
collaborate with the Divine and how the Divine will intervene, through
inspiration, in the Great Work of the Lord, the base of which we gave to
the Word, so that the Word will be converted into Work and this action
will be credited to the last Pharos (lighthouse) of the Divine on Earth.
The chapters of this new Work will remain for eons in the memory of the
bright and Divine Enlightenment.
Be proud in your soul because you are forging a landmark that humanity
has never before imagined. The Golden State will attract everyone and
will teach everyone what is the highest good in the Creation of the
Universal World. The highest good is the application of Love.
I thank the Almighty immensely because He has enabled Me, His
humble servant to give the image of the future Golden State.
This way, Man, through his perishable eyes will see Heavenly bliss on
Earth. Of course, the difference between the White State and the
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Golden one is great. The Golden State will prepare its children for the
White State so that by the earthly cleansing they are prepared to be
placed in the new and eternal life of the Spiritual World.
Again I thank the highest Authority of the Spiritual World because It has
enabled Me to give images of the future life to the world of matter and
disobedience.
From the depth of My Soul I thank the Triadic Divinity because It decided
through the Divine Light to facilitate these communications for the
benefit of the whole world under the sun.
The Spiritual World makes no exemptions based on race, beliefs, the
spiritual development of men and much else. It considers them all
brothers.
All of you will meet in the same invisible World and there you will
understand the meaning of spiritual brotherhood. There, in Heaven, you
will see the Divine Light and you will perceive that all the declarations
made by the Spiritual World were not futile, but were meanings with the
aim of elevating the human substance, cultivating the soul and refining
of the spirit. Those men who have demonstrated faith and embraced the
Will of Heaven, will receive an unknown reward in Heaven. Those who
ridiculed the Divine Texts will regret it bitterly. Unfortunately they will not
receive the same favour as the others. This is because, if Divinity
wanted to give them Its Light then what should It give to the truly faithful
and devoted?
My beloved, before entering into the main points of the Golden State it is
essential that I give you some explanations for your familiarisation and
Heavenly Enlightenment:
The precept of the Golden State for every citizen is the following:
“EVERYTHING WITHIN A MEASURE IS EXCELLENT”
(“Πάν μέτρον άριστον” – Pan metron ariston).
The ancient Greeks did not philosophise but were taught the Will of the
Lord by the High Spirits. They cited this precept for this reason.
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The Lord permits Man everything. It is sufficient that he weighs up the
pros and cons and decides with freewill. When the Ancients flourished
in spirit, which other nation in the World was in a position to compete
with them? Do not mention other civilisations that were in darkness in
their beliefs and actions. Very few of them had the Divine Light,
whereas in Greece, during the old epoch, there were many who
discovered the meaning of God.
In ancient Sparta the laws for the citizens were extremely strict and more
so for the young people. Many of today’s nations have the impression
that they mimic the Spartan civilisation. This is false. They mimic it
badly and I will explain why.
Sparta demanded very strict discipline from its young people, but, it
taught them that their spirit was free and that a young person could do
as he wished. One was free to steal. Why? To increase the courage of
the young person but also to sharpen his dexterity, so that he would fear
the law and carry out what he had in mind without being noticed.
This had two aims: courage with dexterity and secrecy. As much as
theft is apparently abhorrent to you, in Sparta it was necessary. When
they carried out such action, many of the young people preferred
secrecy and death. This exercise had the aim of intensifying their spirit.
Foolish men should not reproach them for what they have not
understood from the history of the Spartans.
I am not saying that all the laws that were enacted by Lycurgus were
excellent. As a man, he was wrong in some aspects and successful in
others. I will not explain why, because we are interested in the new
State that we are going to describe as we promised the Spiritual World.
Why did I choose the title “Golden State”? It is because, as the sun
rises and through its golden rays announces the beauty of the coming
day, this way, the Golden State will announce the blissfulness of
Heaven on Earth. Its rays will be for the entire world. It rises to
enlighten all of your souls, soothe your hearts and open new and wide
horizons for your spirit that is enclosed in your brain and is unable to
expand further than a certain point. This is why the Divine Light
intercedes.
The first points that I am going to elaborate upon are:
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POLITICS
EDUCATION
MUSIC, and
ATHLETICS

These are in a position to render the meaning of God. I will continue
with “What is Religion”.
Because I report on the new State that is unknown to Man, and as you
know an Authority governs this State with political spirit, I will explain first
what Politics is. Afterwards I will continue with different chapters
concerning the Golden State so that all will learn at what the Spiritual
World is aiming. Moreover, if they are men with logic and great soul, let
them support this Work if they do not want to mimic it, because this
Work’s spark will cause fire. I want to say that its transmission of
spiritual progress will be unprecedented, so that it will find not imitators
but followers. In other words, brothers.
The Head of the Divine Inspiration for this Work is the Light of Truth (The
Holy Spirit).

5.2.1 Politics
The word ‘Politics’ is an unknown word in the political circles of your
world. Politics will be practiced for the first time in the Golden State.
Politics is the mysterious power of Divine inspiration in Man, who
practices it according to the Will of the Divine image of God, Who has
created everything. Today the whole world practices politics like a man
without conscience.
Politics does not mean to meddle in politics but rather to set in order
everything with conscience and love towards Man. Politics in the
Golden State does not seek the interests of only one nation but the
interests of Man, whoever he is and to whatever race or belief he
belongs.
First, the governing mind of the State that I have talked of will have the
Divine Blessing to elect men appropriate for the positions which they will
honour and promote with perfection so that the governance of the
Golden State will cooperate with all its members as though it were one
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person. This is for the benefit of all citizens and not just for small
factions of people or for personal obligations.
Politics will be the golden words for the mitigation of differences and
adversities of neighbouring nations and beyond. The State will convince
through words, not for its own benefit, but to put everything in order
correctly and with good action.
A politician must not be like today’s politicians - cunning, not worthy of
confidence, a usurper, distrustful, sly, and a sower of discord. The
Golden State will be the example of Virtue, Kindness and Good. It will
look after all its constituent members, even the most insignificant ones.
When such a State is concerned for all its children, all of them will be
alert to the smallest need of their mother, to assist her even by
sacrificing its entity. However, if everything proceeds according to the
measure and with cohesion, it is not possible for such a flower of Eden
to be deformed. And this way, the beautiful and different varieties of
flowers of this new State will multiply. The Golden Rays of the State
through their radiation will attract human entities that are inside the
State, so that through admiration and competition - they will want to
compete until they reach the true brotherhood of the one human family.
Individualism, fanaticism, greed and all similar weeds of the entity will be
removed in time because the New State will give, as an example, Man
conquering his bad and harmful nourishment. For Man is not nourished
by food alone but also by his bad habits that become second nature and
then a passion.
On this point, which is also the main point for Man, Politics will intervene
as Divine Enlightenment, to teach him that if he is left to the four winds,
he will never be able to find, even throughout all ages, the Boulevard of
Virtue.
My dear friends, Virtue has branches that you, who are conscious of
your actions, ought to follow with a measure. Because if you have an
excellent soul, but do not have a clear perception, it is possible to
deviate from the path of correctness and be trampled by a jealous
person whom you have not perceived. This way, all the kindness of your
entity will be to no purpose because you were unable to put it into the
service of your good actions.
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You can be good and able to assist your brothers but because of the
tardiness of your perception, a thief and a wicked man will be able to
take advantage. All this will be applied outside the Golden State
because within it all will know the Divine Word and will apply it to the
letter. Therefore, the main role is taken by the politician, a specialist in
the art of words, logic and correctness.
The Golden State does not need directions for what it has to do. The
Opposition (of Government) is not the enemy of the State but is its
doctor. Cooperation between the Government and the Opposition will
have a different meaning which will be that of brotherhood between
them, so that the State will be governed by one person who assembles
everything.
I say not only what the mechanism of the State will be, but also how
other nations will exist, as emulators of this State. They will have
respect and faith towards it for its spiritual progress because despite all
progress, knowledge is infinite and from its progress it derives new
knowledge. And the good becomes better and the better becomes
excellent.
Nations under the sun:
“Open your eyes closed by your deep sleep and look to find first the
image of the Golden State to enable you to enjoy the true Promised
Land, not only for your sustenance but for the maintenance of your
goodness of spirit, so that the Light of Divine Providence will give you
peace in your soul as a gift.
The Work of the Golden State is great and great is the meaning of
politics that Man has destroyed for reasons of self-interest and so
brought the world of today’s epoch to a dead end. This dead end will
be eliminated with the first flash of the new State’s Golden Rays. Only
this way, distrustful men, will you see the happiness of Heaven on
Earth.
Fight your enemy, the Evil within, and if you do not believe in the Evil
then fight yourself, because you have been overtaken by it totally”.
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5.2.2 Education
With the word “education” I do not mean how a person ought to be
taught technically, but how he ought to educate his spiritual world
through the Divine concepts.
It is possible for a professor to have enormous fame as an authority in
the delivery of his duties i.e. to transmit his knowledge to his students in
a special way to enable them to understand. On the other hand, a
person with little fame, but who is equal to the professor, can save more
people and lead them to their destination through his actions. This is
how the “great mind” did not have the same direction as the one
considered to have a “lesser mind”. The lesser one meditated much
more deeply than the great one and so he took the position of saviour
and not of educator. This is because education in depth is the lifejacket
of the soul.
Learning is necessary for the shaping of the brethren but it is not always
to their benefit. Education needs to be grounded in the demands of
human life. Many years of classroom learning weakens the student who
remains for many years in the senior classes before receiving his
degree. Higher education is achieved by experience only and not from
the continuous vague words of the professors.
Today, sciences end up in new commercial branches and thus no longer
have the value that they had many years ago. In the Golden State the
added years of foolish study with the pedantry of the professors will be
abolished for the students. It is possible for the study of medicine to last
only three years. If the graduate has an inclination towards it or if he has
an inclination towards another specialty, there is no need for him to
waste his years unjustly to be considered worthy of his profession. It is
sufficient for him to have zeal for his science.
They torment people unjustly into only one specialty. This is so that the
number of scientists will not increase. And, on the contrary, they
increase even more.
A scientist must have an inclination towards the science he chooses,
and during working hours must devote himself to it as a man and not as
a merchant. I said all this will be eliminated from the Golden State, no
one will remain uneducated and every citizen will be occupied with what
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he enjoys. Understanding will be the means of all agreements between
brothers. A person who becomes angry or rather excitable will be
considered as ill and will be taken care of as such, because when the
nerves weaken, one is not able to carry out any duty for the common
interest.
When a citizen wants to help his brothers, he is never alone even if he
does not have beloved persons alive. The people around him will
substitute for his own and the State - as a true mother - will turn its
immense love towards all its children who will be concerned about her
as the divine daughter of Heaven. Education - spiritual and psychical will be the two legs that support the human entity on a solid foundation,
so that Man by himself can judge his own mistakes and reduce these
with goodwill and perseverance.
As mentioned the Golden State will consist of individuals. Anyone
lacking perception of this principle will be locked up in special centres for
examination and therapy. That is why this State will be incomparable as
an example of goodwill and for the development of soul strength in Man.
Women will be a balm for men and not the finger of Evil. If, by chance, a
man is found to speak without respect to a woman, she will be in a
position - through her gentle speech and virtuous behaviour - to bring
him down without malice and hatred, so that when the man regains his
composure he will thank her as a divine guide.
I am obliged to compare your epoch of today with that of the future,
because the female has become the kernel of immorality. For this, the
male is to blame because he gave her the freedom to think and act so
now you find yourselves in the midst of confusion and cannot find the
exit. I am totally indifferent to the views of your fellow men, because
they are incapable of deciding which are beneficial (views) for society
and which are harmful.
Who are the best above all others who can teach the faithful or even the
unfaithful, the path of virtue and the path of evil? Maybe you my dear
brethren, may know who would be able to do so? I will tell you in a short
while. Those who say that they are enlightened by Heaven and who
forget that there is bad enlightenment, which twists meanings and delays
Man’s progress to soul beauty, we will speak of those more extensively
in a different chapter.
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With the word “education” I mean a broad, human education and not an
inhuman one because Evil also has an immense education but how
does it use it? It uses it for its machinations and deceptions that today
Man mimics.
The Evil spirit will only be defeated when Man has knowledge of his
destination.
Furthermore, who is going to teach what his destination is?
Do not deceive yourself! It is only the Spiritual World, which, since the
beginning of the World has tried to inspire you and to teach Man, the
uncultured Man, because today he is cultured only by Evil. Only very
few are the exception. This is the reason their voice is not strong
enough to enable all the brethren of the great earthly family of your
World to hear it.
But the Spiritual World that is interested in this voice will place
megaphones, that is, a special network of radiance in the hearts of men
in order to achieve the exemplary Golden State that in future years
Pericles will govern. His predecessors will also be important people with
knowledge and human sentiments, not bestial ones that, with regret, I
notice most of those governing humanity have today.

5.2.3 Music
I will not examine music as a means of soothing an entity, nor am I going
to penetrate into its deep meaning, that is, into its essence as a
language different from the common communication between men.
Music, my brethren, ennobles the soul and gives it the possibility of
calming the spirit and, through imagination, gives wings to the inspiration
of intellectuality.
At first sight, music is considered to be an amusement. This is a bad
human perception. It is not possible for the work of musical sound to be
easily understood even by a specialist. In the daily labour and toil of
your life, music is essential. It numbs everything and revitalizes the spirit
with new directions.
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I do not refer to the unreasonable musical sound, that is, the sound of
human derailment that depicts the barbarism and unethical customs of
retarded people. It is strange for a man of knowledge, that such
annoying vibrations that have no connection with the true harmony of
soul, attract him.
Music is divided into many and different parts. We will not examine
these, because it is not in my specialty. When you have acquired many
images of life, and your spirit is calm with correct knowledge and varied
form, sitting outdoors enjoying a well-known piece of music, immediately
you form marvelous images of your actions regarding your future life on
Earth.
Music relaxes the soul and supplies it with a sweetness even greater
than honey. The satisfied soul acts upon the spirit so that the spirit
under the influence of music, opens for you new horizons of knowledge
and good vision, so that you can form images worthy of the name of
Man, that is, humanitarian images.
The Golden State will not have to choose from many sounds of music,
but only from those sounds that soothe the violence of men for the
ennoblement of the entity.
There would be many musical Centres for performances. I say
“performances”, because music without you perceiving it performs its
energies well or badly. Exquisite music is performed only through the
good intentions and deeds of developed human brains. Concerts in the
Golden State will be performed in wide spaces with the minimum
expense to the music lovers. The musician, the true musician, is not a
merchant, but is an instrument that feeds the soul, since music is the
nourishment of the soul. The major part of the musician’s expenses will
be covered by the State, so that as a citizen the musician will not be in
need of necessities and will be free to offer to the great family of this
world the virtue of musical sound.
Do not ask me what are the virtues of musical sound. Whoever has
knowledge and a good soul is in a position to know. Music is also a
means of facilitating the soul to offer to the Almighty the highest greeting
of Beauty, Love and Peace.
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In your inner world music pacifies an abnormal situation. It places in
order the ideas that are in the spiritual closet, it reanimates the wish to
do that which is correct and good and it raises morale, delays the bad
inspiration and converts it into an energy for good. It resurrects the
passive inertia of the body and replaces it with a new life.
In the Golden State lectures about music will be given. This is not to
laud the musical composers who will be already known, but is for people
to know what effect the true energy of music has on the entities - and
what will be in Heaven.
The whole life in the Golden State will be music, flowers and love, the
like of which until now Man has not been able to see. That is why I say
that this new image will be the poetry of poetry. Everything will be
examined - not with your today’s spirit, but for the good of the State. All
will be willing even to sacrifice themselves for such a Mother. But
likewise the Mother will be willing to assist even her last child, when it is
in need of her.
All will learn what capabilities music has in Heaven and why the Lord
gave it power to attach wings to the spirit. The spirit has great speed, of
course, but it has no rudder. With music’s wings it is directed where it is
destined - that is, it does not depart from its circle, even if this circle is
called the Universe.
With the word “circle” I do not mean that the Universe is circular. Only
the Lord knows this. The circular shape stabilizes the meaning of an
image. This is why many times We talk with circles. “Zero” is a circle.
What it contains is unknown to Man’s perception. Since it exists, it is not
empty, but it contains values that none of you is in a position to ever
know!
Proof of all that I say is that “non existence” was represented by zero;
and from zero the Lord appeared. He Who has created everything and
placed in front of your eyes all that existed inside zero. Therefore, “zero”
does not mean “nothing”, but something that you are unable to perceive.
The Orators of the Golden State will explain the meaning of zero to the
citizens of the unrivalled life who, on their own, will perceive through
simple words what the meaning of zero is, that is, of the Unknown.
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In infinity the musical sound is the chant of Angels. At some stage you
will be in a position to grasp these sounds and then you will perceive the
truths you receive from the Spiritual World.

5.2.4 Athletics
With the word “athletics” we do not mean the competitive contest for
monetary gain but the noble rivalry of young people for their physical
development. In older times, the winner was crowned with a laurel
wreath made of bay leaves which are holy and the honour then was
much greater than the honour that they give today to the winners, as
though they are buying them.
In the Golden State the winners of the various games will be crowned
with ivy or bay leaves. The rivalry between the young people ought to
be on a pure basis and not a material one, such as monetary.
What is the aim of the exercises for the different sports? First, it is for
their bodily health, second, for their distancing from all material offers
and third for their engagement so that they will not stray like today’s
immoral young people, who are heading for self-destruction.
We want the healthy in body and in spirit. When the body is not healthy,
despite the clear spiritual development, it is rendered dangerously lame,
and without understanding it they will do something that will possibly
harm not only one person but the whole community. It is sufficient for
the young people to join athletic organisations that will oversee and
direct them to the path of joy and to their elevation. Later on, when the
young people flourish in athletics then they will join a different form of
development. This will be of the spirit.
It is not advisable for a young person to enter politics despite his
education. He should enter politics after he has experience of life and
can influence those that do not have an idea about politics. How many
young politicians do you know today? What was their product, despite
their offer to their nation? Maybe their fiery speeches have inspired
people to a good or bad outcome of the nation? That is where the
incomplete knowledge of people leads.
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Because Man returns many times to your Earth to be trained, an entity at
a young age today can be much more advanced than entities were in
earlier times. But this is not sufficient, when you as conversant as you
are about the Divine Authority know better than all the others - that
knowledge is unending.
Great knowledge, that is, a supreme degree of spiritual development in
Man, is often, not to say very many times, deceptive! When his peers
raise a person because he is superior in knowledge, this person without of course seeking it - develops in himself the various branches of
egoism and egoism is exactly this dark point that condemns him as
useless. And if this man dies, society refers to him as a great spirit.
Society is pitifully deceived.
Who did they ask if he is truly worthy of being called a great spirit? Only
the Spiritual World is in a position to tell the Truth. Such false
knowledge which comes from the other side, is not acceptable to the
Golden State. Not only about the man who I referred to but also all men
together ought to know that humility is the weapon to exterminate
egoism.
The Lord never spoke as an egoist. He spoke the Truth because the
Holy Spirit transmitted it to Him. The Lord did not come to Earth to reign
on Earth since He declared that His Kingdom was in Heaven. He
repeated what his Father transmitted to Him. And when we tell the Truth
it does not mean that we are egoists! But for someone to know the
Truth is not easy, because falsehood is great and it attracts, whereas
Truth cannot be approached by everyone. They repel it so they are not
obstructed in their unlawful work.
In the Golden State everyone ought to know the definition of Truth and
based on this, act as enlightened spirits. That is why young people
should participate in athletics that will dissuade them from the forbidden
grounds of earthly life. All have rules and these must be strictly obeyed.
This discipline is not at the expense of the citizens but is for their
elevation. With your intellect of today, you have the impression that you
know everything, you forget the ethical base of life and deviate with the
various experiments that will result in a dead end. And then you wonder
what measures you ought to take for the benefit of society. My beloved,
you need to be educated first. Not on a new theory that destroys the
human quality but on the Divine direction, which you should absorb to
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receive the position of a star, which enchants and also raises the entity
to the height analogous to its Divine Light.
With the images of athletics I do not mean that the Golden State will be
converted to an army camp, because if this happens, then the purpose
that would be encouraged would be dark, disastrous and inhuman. Our
reason is different and very much more superior than you can imagine.
But the citizens of this new state will be so initiated in the Divine Light
that they will know everything before hand.
I warn you of what needs to be erased from the meaning of words. That
is, not to talk of the good things and think of the bad. Do not speak
about morality when you are the most unethical in society. Do not
punish when you are more guilty. Do not deceive your brother when you
are inferior.
My brothers of this world, it is necessary to conform to the Divine
Authority and ignore the small faults of your brethren, because “nobody
is without sin”, said the Lord. The Spiritual World forgives the small sins
that do not harm anyone in depth, because you are human entities.
But what do you understand by the word “sin”?
further because it needs analysis.

I will examine this

Do not be envious. Fight your bad habits. Try everything with a
measure. Nobody is stopping you from tasting the fruit of your earthly
ambition. It is sufficient for you to know the way of your behaviour
without fraud and the creation of envy and hatred. All these, as I said,
will not exist in the glorious and full of blessings, Golden State.

5.2.5 Religion
Religion is the last meaning to which Man gives importance. You will
ask why? It is because Man does not develop with Divine nourishment,
when he appears in the material world. He ought to develop his spirit
and afterwards, after he has arranged many of life’s meanings with order
and logic, then he would also turn to religion. For this reason I started
developing my Work with the other meanings of Life’s Word.
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Religion forms the stone of Wisdom. If Man does not pay attention to
this stone it would be impossible for him to construct solid dwellings for
his existence and sufficient light for the raising and continuous cultivation
of his spirit so he can balance the spirit with the soul.
If there is no understanding between a man and a woman, their life is
converted many times to hell. The same thing happens with an entity. If
the spirit does not agree with the soul, the entity sails as a ship without a
rudder in unknown oceans. All these The Golden State will take into
consideration because it will be based on solid foundations. The State’s
rudder will be the Divine Word that does not dictate trite meanings
incomprehensible to the spirits of the citizens, but dictates tangible and
lively images of each citizen and his Faith to the one and only Authority
of the Heavenly Kingdom.
In the Golden State the faithful will not congregate in the church to solve
their life’s problems or to express opinions on subjects that are of no
interest to religion. However, there, the soul will be cultivated, that is,
the inner problems of Man will be explained and how he through his
supplication will be able to come in direct contact with Divine Will.
The preacher will talk and explain what the Divine Light is and how this
enters, as a helper, into the spirit of Man because a good act is an
energy of the Spiritual World and not of Evil. It will also be explained
why when Evil affects an entity, the Spiritual World does not take part,
together with other very useful information for the cultivation of the spirit
and the relationships between citizens as well as between females and
males.
Celibacy is not advocated for anyone, even if he is a high priest or an
eminent person in society, except for the ones that have been born for
this reason. They are never tempted by Evil’s machinations, that is, they
remain indifferent since their subconscious dictates the reason, which
they keep as a Heavenly diamond. They gave this promise in Heaven
before departing from the Divine Kingdom of the Lord.
The priest will not pretend and he will enjoy the goods as do his fellow
citizens. He will not be deprived of spectacles, concerts and many other
beneficial lessons from life. He will not exploit the faithful but he ought to
assist them and direct them as a faithful and devoted family friend. He
will not swear, because this is the same as swearing to God.
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The priest will be remunerated as a public servant. No one will be more
privileged than another but all will be prosperous and will have free time
to study and exercise their spirit in the varied knowledge of their world.
The libraries will be open for all, and what their spirit desires they will be
able to acquire in their library so they can enjoy it even more.
As you can see no one is treated unjustly by a spiritual and psychical
education. The latter will attract the citizens even more, because the
study of the inner world is unending. There they will learn how to avoid
diseases and how they can become doctors of themselves. If some of
them do not have such soul strength, there will be provision for them.
It would not be permitted for anyone - either scientist or wise man or
merchant - to have immense wealth at his disposal. Of course the
imbalance exists in nature but it must not exist in the application of the
Law, which maintains a relative equal existence in Man. A beast does
not know equality from the point of view of sustenance. Man who has a
brain ought to know that equality exists in certain aspects of life.
Otherwise, he should recognise that he belongs between a beast and a
non-human.
All these, as I stressed, together with the previous sections, belong
within the circle of religious discussion. Religion leads Man towards the
port of the Heavenly State. Religion for this reason does not select the
incapable, but the worthy. If they are not worthy, the purpose of religion
is to ennoble the citizens who are coarse and uncultured in soul, and
convert them into precious stones, and to not wait - as with time – to
fashion the hard diamond of the Lord through grinding and by returning
the souls many times.
Divine Providence speeds the valuable cultivation of the entities that are
called “Man” in morph only. Its aim is not only to cultivate the morph but
also the conscience to become Man. Man’s civilization is not measured
by technical progress - the roads and mechanical facilitation - but by the
outcome of his inner progress.
The Golden State, as an invaluable Lighthouse on Earth, will light as
another Divine Star and will transmit its light to the four horizons of the
human race. From the earthly darkness the Fountain of Immortality will
spring for all who come to It, so that through the secrets of Heavenly
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education are taught the miracles of the Golden State, the new earthly
paradise, for imitation and acquisition of Divine Knowledge.

5.3 Municipality – Cleanliness – Public Benefit Works –
Entertainment
5.3.1 Municipality
My dear brethren, the municipality represents an affectionate father who
is concerned about the welfare and education of the citizens without
ignoring or violating their rights.
In the Golden State, the municipality will be primarily the educator of its
children. It will take care of all that is happening in its house so that
everything is carried out for the greatest benefit of the larger family for
which, with Divine Grace, it has taken responsibility. The care of the
municipality is raised to the first position of the circle of “humanism”.
Today’s municipalities of the various cities are far removed from the
responsibilities that they have undertaken, because they are possessed
by the love of power and little favour towards their citizens. They
consider the majority. This is an unexplored pretext used as an excuse.
A good Authority considers the individual and from there, it enlarges to
the majority, so that the children of the same family will have equal
political rights and the rights of the human life.
A comparison between present and future municipalities is enormous. If
the differences could be coloured, today’s municipalities will be black
whereas the future municipality of the Golden State will be golden, as
the State.
It is worthy of observation by the searcher, to see the differences and to
tell us why they exist. However, who is going to study this deeply and
declare the true reason for the difference, when he fears
misunderstanding and the obstacles of dissention? That is why the
municipality ought to have a leader with Divine intellect who is respectful
towards the Divine. Not to show that he is devoted to the Divine
Authority, but because the condition of his soul prevents him from going
beyond his duties.
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The municipality ought to be within the framework of its work (this is
necessary) and should not deviate outside this into areas that are not of
its specialty. For this to occur, the majority of the citizens ought to be
enlightened, so that they can overpower those brothers who are not
correctly enlightened.
In older times, the municipality was the authority of a country. Today it
has a secondary role. If you question those responsible, they will tell
you that in reality, the municipality is of the second level. This is bad,
very bad perception. The municipality is the one that is concerned
primarily for the citizens and then the General Authority.
The mother is the first to be concerned about her children and then the
father. In the State that I mentioned, the father is first to be concerned
and then the mother - so that, in society, the parents exist as the
directing authority which - without distractions - is concerned for all the
children of its family.

5.3.2 Cleanliness
One of the first duties of parents is cleanliness, not only of the body but
also of the house and afterwards of the spiritual food of the children.
Why are citizens left free to poison the spiritual food of their brothers?
This is where the freedom of speech has barriers. Whatever a person
wants he cannot impose it on the many or influence them to the
detriment of society.
You have plenty of examples from the history of your Earth. But
whoever wanted to study deeply the general study of harmful works to
save the family of the human race? And why is no one moving in that
direction? It is because he does not want to lose his comfort and be
slandered as a moraliser of the immoral side.
Cleanliness, in general, is a mirror of health. When health is strong in
Man, he thinks very differently to when ill. How many of the Earth’s
lords, sick in body but also in spirit have ruined the straight path of
human life! A sick man ought to leave the Management Authority.
Afterwards, when cured, society will give him a suitable position.
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5.3.3 Public Benefit Works
Why does the municipality undertake these works? It is because it is its
responsibility to facilitate its citizens indirectly.
Public Benefit Works are not clusters of industry or private industrial
businesses. This has to be well understood by those who extol the
municipality as being responsible for the citizens’ problems. They forget
that the municipality works for the interests of all and not for the
accumulation of wealth for the exploitation by some favoured few.
Why does the privileged authority of Public Benefit Works ignore the
brothers, and by its distinction protect only its favoured few ignoring the
more suitable brothers? Why is the State not interested in the ones who
serve it, and who have different remuneration from other brothers, as if
they are not brothers, but are enemies of society? Here are the first
inequalities of a State.
Such inequalities are forbidden in the Golden State, which leads the way
in its type of life, so that all other people of the world can use it as an
example and say, “See, where paradise is established on Earth”. By
saying “paradise” I do not mean the Heavenly one, because the
difference in its essence is immense. However, I mean the preparation
of Man for Heavenly Acquisition.

5.3.4 Spectacles
Spectacles are images for the delight of the soul and the spirit. Man
relaxes from daily fatigue by following spectacles as images of various
facets of life.
When continually following spectacles, behaviours that corrupt the
consciousness are projected and the student, that is, the spectator, rots
as a fruit. Initially, if he has some judgment, he gets irritated. Then later
on, by habit, he does not express an opinion and afterwards, as if on
drugs, he is attracted by the decay.
Who is to blame? Man.
Nevertheless, why does the municipality not interfere?
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Because it has an individual interest; and when I say individual interest, I
mean personal interests.
And why does the State not speak?
It is because the municipality is the keeper of its institutions. That is, a
small or larger faction of men creates situations that derail the citizens,
and afterwards they attribute the blame to the citizens. Whereas it is
they who should be sitting in the dock of the accused.
However, who could arrest them since they are holding the authority in
their hands? This is how situations and revolutions are created; by the
bad education of those responsible.
The Golden State will not tolerate such situations because the Divine
Authority will enlighten the responsible management of the State.
Worthy men with benevolent spirits and higher souls will take the
management of the Golden State in their hands so that the rays of the
new Sun will warm the hearts of men and regenerate in the spirit the
hope of future life.

5.4 Preparatory Educational Institutions – Life Insurance – Taxes Laws

5.4.1 Preparatory Educational Institutions
When I say preparatory educational Institutions, I do not mean the ones
that operate for students today. I mean something else.
Each man chooses a line of work or a profession and occupies himself
to gain his daily bread. With the passing of time, the working man
discovers that he wishes to study something other than what he is
currently doing. That is, a merchant of advanced age could have the
idea that he may become a good doctor in society or be involved in
another science for which he had an inclination, and the opportunity
arises for him.
Preparatory Educational Institutions would be very beneficial for society.
The ardent wish of man could materialize through them.
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These Institutions would be controlled and maintained by the
municipality charging a very small fee, so the courses can be accessible
to all. This way, through a second education, a man takes another
position in the life of society.
My brethren, when there is a will for education, Man will avoid the
different gambling clubs and the aimless search for a way out beyond
his confines. Learning will become enjoyable and not forced. “I want
and I learn”. The teacher will be equal to the student and often this
student, after completing his studies, could be superior to the one who
taught him. This way no citizen would complain that in his life he could
never become what he wished.
These Preparatory Education Institutions will become the new lights of
society. Age will not be a factor. Because the fervent wish of Man will
be fulfilled, as if he was a true University student I can foresee that these
graduating students will shadow many university students. These
Institutions, in the Golden State, will be almost free.

5.4.2 Life Insurance
This section is one of the most important ones. Everyone will work and
automatically will be insured. This area is taken care of by the State.
When the country has need of its citizens, it does not differentiate
between them. Why should there be a differentiation between the
insured and the non-insured? Who is going to look after the non insured, after they gave and will give their blood for the Homeland?
However, We said, in the Golden State such differentiation will not exist.
All will be equal in front of the Law and in front of life. Every one will
have the same rights as citizens of one virtuous and good State.
When the ethical factor has a basis, then everything goes towards the
progress of the human race. Those hard in character and attitude will be
expelled from public positions; they would be considered as spiritually
handicapped and will be treated as such. This way the State will not
isolate them but will cure them. If they show examples of good
behaviour, then they will find a position under the sun again. The sun is
the Authority of society that is inspired and directed from Above.
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The churches will collaborate with the Authority, not as thieves and
egoists but as brothers of the great circle that encompasses the citizens
of a Nation.
Today, in this most wretched world of yours, there are many souls that
suffer without having even their daily bread! Despite the fact that many
countries prosper, they waste their wealth in unsuccessful businesses,
pretending that in the future they will be fruitful. And what do they know
of the future when they do not see the poverty in front of them, and they
multiply their deposits without thinking about Divine Justice? Where is
their spirit and the education that they received at the universities?
What do they foresee when they maintain that accumulation is the basis
for every prudent and wise man? If these accumulations are ruined by
an earthquake, then what would they say? They would repent, because
they did not give from them to those in need. And now what do they
promise those in need? Work or future reward? This is how they
become deceivers.
All this will be eliminated from the history of the Golden State. The elder
will describe to the younger ones the disgrace of today’s society as a
myth of past epochs, and their children will wonder if such a world really
existed - greedy people, dishonest towards their brothers. The young
ones will wonder about the behaviour of their ancestors and will try with
all the means available to them to become better than all through the
centuries. This is what the Golden State will pursue.

5.4.3 Taxes
Today, when you are subjected to tax, you are scared, because there is
no Justice. In the New State, the Golden one, you will not know the
word “tax”, because this will be deducted from your income, without it
reducing your way of life.
Everything will be arranged on a different basis - completely different
from today’s. The merchant will be able to have more. But the large
gains will be earned by the State.
You will then ask, why should anyone toil, since the majority of the profit
is deducted by the State?
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My brethren, those who have the capacity to gain more than others, and
the State deducts a large portion of their profits, they are rewarded
ethically. They become advisors to the society and will manage its
wealth for the benefit of all.
If in today’s society such thoughts are not considered for the benefit of
the whole, this is because of the oligarchy of wealth and wretchedness.
The State has no power to compel those who buy the conscience of the
citizens. In the Golden State, no one can be bought easily from the
Daemon of Evil. Their consciences will be so developed so that their
spirit will be rational and will agree with the soul.

5.4.4 Laws
First of all, the existing Laws need to be annulled from all the countries
of your Earth and new Laws should appear. The Golden State will have
at its disposal the best Laws that have not been seen by humanity until
now.
Laws are not enacted according to the wish of one lawmaker or another
– that is, if “lawmakers” exist today. The appropriate persons inspire a
law, and the appropriate persons ought to have a white conscience and
not a black one, like the crows.
A law is not a meal for everyone. It is a Divine Imposition. You ought to
come into contact with the Divine to receive the law from It; otherwise
you fail and drag humanity to the edge of the abyss because a bad law
produces bad citizens. Moreover, the bad citizens drag down the good
citizens and create agitation and impasse.
Referring to the general meaning of sin, I say that this is the breaking of
the law of the ethical substance of Man. Sin is the ethical or physical
pain that one brother causes another. I will not examine felony in
general, but only those of your present epoch, because in the Golden
State this would be considered unworthy of the entity called “Man”.
Misdemeanors and offences have their roots in your current civilisation.
In the new civilisation of the Golden State these will have a different
meaning. Do not forget that the measure – i.e. moderation - is the
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steady rule of perception and assimilation of the Divine Logos. This
measure will be the shield and arrow of our citizens.

5.5 Democracy - Teaching Institutions –Scientific Research –
Prisons – Twisted natures – Slow perception

5.5.1 Democracy
Democracy is the ideal political system for your Earth. I refer to the pure
meaning of democracy. The first State with democratic status will be the
Golden State.
Until now democracy has not germinated in any country in your world.
All nations have altered it. Socialism, which is an adaptation of
democratic form of government is an utter failure, because it gave
freedom where it should be restrained. Besides, the aim, the secret aim
of socialism, is to derail the administration despite the brilliant
conjectures of the leaders and citizens of socialism.
We proceed deeper into the meaning of democracy. Democracy is the
only form of government that approaches the path of Truth because as
men you have your imperfections that the Spiritual World takes into
consideration. If you were perfect, then there would be no reason for
you to be in the earthly world. You came to be fashioned as a diamond
of Heaven. If the leaders are not technically capable then do not discuss
democracy. You will have the name democracy but in the quality of it,
you will be the worst.
The Golden State will not need what I have said. For this reason I call it
the “Golden State”. It will be the pride of Heaven, as an inextinguishable
lighthouse of your Earth.

5.5.2 Teaching Institutions
I name today’s schools “Teaching Institutions” in which you learn very
little and you spend a lot of time entering as students and leaving as
boors.
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Education needs to be reformed from its foundations, because what you
learn today does not make you human, but in the majority of cases,
beasts of the jungle. If your inner world is not shaped first, do not ask for
an extension of the education to the outer one.
The knowledge that a student needs from many different aspects is not
what they pass on. Institutions teach the essentials. Later on the
student will have time to increase his knowledge in society. Do not
waste his valuable time.
Do not think that graduates from universities are better than students
from high school. Practice trains them in their profession. The years
that they have wasted because of poor education is of no benefit to any
one. The change in this area will be fundamental.

5.5.3 Scientific Research
Scientists, that is, those that would research to find what is better, will
make the wrong progress if they do not have Divine direction, . They
would progress towards evil whereas the Golden State will go ahead
and progress for the benefit of all, because its scientists will be in
contact with Divinity. That is, based on the Divine Authority they will
work and feel the Divine Breath inside them. Only this way will science
be able, with big steps, to reach where you cannot even imagine.

5.5.4 Prisons
These are institutions that will not exist in the new Golden State!
Despite the flourishing of a nation, where there are more prisons there
are more underdeveloped people and not where there is hardship
because of non-fertile land.
The word “underdeveloped” is used wrongly today. It is possible for the
richest man of your world to be the most underdeveloped of all men.
Words like these, will be eliminated from the Golden State because
wherever there is True Light, it is impossible for the harmful and
destructive insects of humanity to enter.
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5.5.5 Twisted natures
I am talking of those men that will hold public positions in the Golden
State. We said that such men will exist under these conditions, but they
will be very few, because they would be expelled from their positions
and will undergo medical intervention of the spinal marrow by special
therapeutic rays so that after their therapy they will be back in the bosom
of their mother who looks affectionately even after her retarded children.

5.5.6 Slow perception
This will be cured by a special electric-ray machine in order to
strengthen cells like the brain cells by replacing the lost ones. That is
how science works for the benefit of Man and not for his destruction.
Bear in mind that in the Golden State Love will be undivided towards all
living nature, animals and plants. Man’s love towards them cultivates
psychic nobility in the entity.

5.6 Epilogue – Golden State
As you know salt, in small quantities improves the taste of everyday
food. Its excessive use is harmful to your organism. The same thing
occurs with love. Express it sparingly because its squandering in life will
give the opposite result to what you expect.
You squander love from egocentric satisfaction. Not so much for a good
act, but urged by your egoistic motivation. You satisfy a moment of your
weakness without positive purpose, unconsciously harming the whole.
The measure of love should become the regulator of your life.
In church one learns what one does not know. He believes without
hesitation and prays, making contact with the Divine and not to hear and
not to understand what is his purpose and his obligations in the earthly
life.
The Golden State does not need this simple talk of mine. It will be one
side of the eternal Eden. The other side, the entities will see and will
admire in Heaven.
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The Golden State will be the vanguard towards the true knowledge.
There, the citizens will not deviate as happens today in the nations of the
Earth, that is, the ones that are badly enlightened. This Pharos
(Lighthouse) of words and action will be a brilliant proof of what Man can
do, when he comes in contact with the Divine and receives from It
directions and sufficient knowledge.
I will not talk about the miracles of science in the Golden State.
Precisely these and many others will attract the attention of people even
from the more remote places and they will compete with the Golden
State so that the Divine Providence can come to light and be understood
from the enlightened and great new orators of your world.
The rays of the Sun that is called “Golden State”, you hold in your
hands. That is why We keep repeating that you have in your stores the
treasure of Heavenly Logos. That is why We insist that everyone learns
the purpose for the influence of the Spiritual World on Earth: The Golden
State.
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bâÜ Ytà{xÜ |Ç [xtäxÇ?
[tÄÄÉãxw ux lÉâÜ atÅx?
lÉâÜ ^|ÇzwÉÅ vÉÅx?
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TÇw yÉÜz|äx âá ÉâÜ wxuàá?
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TÇw wÉ ÇÉà Äxtw âá |ÇàÉ àxÅÑàtà|ÉÇ?
Uâà wxÄ|äxÜ âá yÜÉÅ à{x VâÇÇ|Çz ÉÇxA
TÅxÇA
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 The Greek word “επιουσιον” is commonly translated as ”daily bread”; but strictly
translated it is: “super substantial”; “super essence”; “essence from above”.

 Editors Comment: since the prayer denotes spiritual ideas why refer to earthly matters in
this line?
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The Sermon on the Mount by Carl Heinrich Bloch

The Lord’s Prayer as given in Greek:
Πάτερ ἡµῶν ὁ ἐν τοῖς οὐρανοῖς·
ἁγιασθήτω τὸ ὄνοµά σου·
ἐλθέτω ἡ βασιλεία σου·
γενηθήτω τὸ θέληµά σου, ὡς ἐν οὐρανῷ, καὶ ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς·
τὸν ἄρτον ἡµῶν τὸν ἐπιούσιον δὸς ἡµῖν σήµερον·
καὶ ἄφες ἡµῖν τὰ ὀφειλήµατα ἡµῶν, ὡς καὶ ἡµεῖς ἀφίεµεν τοῖς ὀφειλέταις
ἡµῶν·
καὶ µὴ εἰσενέγκῃς ἡµᾶς εἰς πειρασµόν, ἀλλὰ ῥῦσαι ἡµᾶς ἀπὸ τοῦ
πονηροῦ.
ἀµήν.
Luke 11:2-4
Matthew 6:9-13
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5.7 The White State
{Plato}
[5-60]

The White State is called the State that has none similar. Colourings
have meanings unknown to Man.
The best State in the world of mortals is the State that has not yet
appeared. Plutarch speaks about it. It is the “Golden State”.
My State is white like the Light of Truth and it is the State of super
mundane Love and Knowledge without end. In the White State the
Powers of Good exist and function. Some are taught, others inform the
citizens about what is going to happen in the world that they have
abandoned. Every citizen in the White State step by step ascends the
educational classes. These educational classes are called “Grades of
the Entity”. When they complete the preliminary Heavenly lessons they
enter Secondary school. By saying Secondary I mean that they no
longer occupy themselves with the differentiations and comparisons of
Man’s faults or charismas, but occupy themselves with the high
meanings the essence of which Man is unable to perceive.
The first Station, Alpha, - Earth, the material Station - is the
kindergarten; the second, Beta (B) - a soul Station - is the second class.
Kindergarten and the first class are the same.
Until the sixth (6th) Station inclusive, is Primary school. The souls of the
sixth Station are made members of the Heavenly Kingdom and attend
Parliament and the talks of Great Leaders or Teachers. From the
seventh (7th) Station, Secondary school starts and continues until the
penultimate Station (Ψ - psi). Secondary school classes are of short
(time) duration. A graduate from Secondary school or the penultimate
Station, through his soul strength or through his diligence, enters the
Station of Repose (Ω - omega).
All who have the innate progress of knowledge and who balance it with
their soul strength enter University.
What is the University?
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It is managerial work for the higher souls. Here, University is very
different from the earthly one, because the knowledge is knowledge of
Divine Truth and as one progresses, the more one has to learn.
Whoever excels in science becomes Strength of the Lord in His Palace.
There are no personal interests in the White State. Therefore, the
excellent souls systematically progress to reach the high levels that
Management demands, so that they can be enlisted into the order of
the Power whose aim is to subdue the Power of Darkness.
In the White State the Brotherhood is unprecedented. Each one is so
interested in the other that they form a body with the Lord as Head.
Each Leader has a special branch of teaching. One never enters the
jurisdiction of another. Each respects and values these, as if they were
his own. This accord between the Leaders or Great Teachers is so
strong that it forms the extraordinary Power that enters into the affairs of
humanity. This is done after a detailed examination that they receive
from the various Councils. Each one of them has special experience
and knowledge. Therefore, everything in this State is arranged in such
a way so that no one can make a mistake, not even an insignificant
one.
Sometimes Man is happy and other times he is sad. Here there is no
sorrow, only happiness. For Man, continuous happiness loses its initial
brilliance and very slowly it diminishes, but here happiness is always
renewed so that its brilliance does not diminish. For this, this Kingdom
is called “The White State”.
As we said, this State has inhabitants who have been purified. None of
its citizens wish to return to Earth and thus every citizen ascends the
steps until he reaches, through his soul strength, the Station of Repose.
From there, it is not possible - even if he wishes - to return to Earth,
starting from Alpha. But before these souls reach the Station of
Repose, they can return to Earth if they wish, to acquire higher learning.
In this case, the same thing happens as with men who wish to show
their bravery. Man requires courage to act bravely. Similarly, a soul
requires strength to decide to return and supplement its gaps (on
Earth). Because the soul knows from before the whole journey that it
will undertake by returning to the material world, and it knows what is
awaiting it in the predetermined life, it may prefer then the Station of
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Repose. But despite not liking the path of early life and wishing its
soul’s ascent, then it acquires strength to endure everything. This is
equivalent to Man’s bravery at various circumstances of his life (on
Earth). But if the soul sees that its path on Earth will be pleasant and
knows that through its spirit it would repel all temptation, for its further
ascent, it happily makes the decision to return.
The soul knows its strength. It has had some benefit from the Heavenly
Teachings and thus you see rich men being benevolent towards their
fellow men, because their soul strength is superb and the
Enlightenment from Our Kingdom educates their spirit.
The White State has a Leader and an attendant. In other words, a King
and His advisor i.e. His private advisor. As you have a Minister for
Foreign Affairs, thus We have here Lord Pharah who manages all the
thorny issues. We do not have a Minister for Interior because the White
State is faultless in its existence. But We do have Teachers who are
separated into three classes: (i) The Governors who cohabit with the
Lord, (ii) the Ministers who are in the Council of Spiritual Brilliance, and
(iii) the others who I can compare with members of parliament but who
have greater authority. In their Councils they make decisions about
every single soul. Councils, for you, means parliaments that have
lesser authority than that of the Lord. There are thirteen (13) such
Councils apart from the Council of Brilliance (or Splendour). In each
Council there are ten (10) Leaders and many adjuncts and assistants.
All ascend the steps gradually so that they can eventually reach the
Council of Spiritual Brilliance. From there, they again ascend by
following the path that leads them to the Palace of the Lord.
All the citizens of the White State, irrespective of which religion they
followed on Earth and what their doctrine was, have here as a religion
the Spiritual World and they have as a Church the Parliament (Will) of
the Lord.
I will now refer to the Angels.
They are of many categories. They are, in comparison, similar to
policemen on Earth. Some have great authority and others less, with
the difference being that the Heavenly “policemen” do not pursue what
the earthly ones pursue. One does not fully trust the earthly policemen,
whereas the Angels guard you from evil.
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The citizens of The White State do not need supervision. An Angel,
commonly known as the “Guardian” does not have wings as depicted.
However, his speed is such that, in icons (representations) speed is
depicted by wings. The soul has immense speed, but that of the Angel
cannot be imagined.
Leaders of the Spiritual World seldom become Guardian Angels of
specific entities.
A Guardian Angel may have under his protection one human entity or
many.
Those who are under the protection of a Guardian Angel, as I have
mentioned, are invisibly linked with this Angel by an invisible cord that is
called “the danger cord”.
If there are two or more human entities linked with the same Angel and
are in danger at the same instant, then the Angel rushes to one and
saves him and then speedily moves towards the other. But if the other,
due to an infinitesimal delay, was hit by The Spirit of Evil and his soul
has exited from his body, without this being written in the cycle of
traverse of his life, the Guardian Angel then captures the soul and
returns it to the same body. This is because its destiny was to live
longer.
There are Angels in the service as messengers. Angels in combating
Divisions constituting a power of immense spiritual strength. Angels of
musical vibrations that produce pleasant sounds, harmonious to the
Universe. Angels, special to the Lord, that participate in everything that
He directs, and there are many others as well.
Many of the Angels were once on Earth as good and pious entities.
There are other Angels that have never visited Earth and have
remained faithful to Anarhon.
The Angel classifications belong to another Leader, who will describe
them to you.
The White State is one State, with many differentiating signs. This does
not mean that all do not meet together.
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Work here is intense, because the spirit is cultivated so it can enter the
Mysteries of the Lord.
When souls from one Station wish to meet other souls from another
Station, they are able to do so with permission. The higher souls
descend to the weaker ones.
All the works of the State are carried out through the Word and the
Word is a Ray of Light. It enters everywhere and acts in a way that
Man is unable to grasp.
As when a conscientious teacher, together with his students decide to
go for an excursion to the countryside and the teacher gathers his
students and talks to them with the aim of educating them internally, so
in our State the Teachers, together with their students depart for a
Station in the vicinity. This could be a Star, and the teaching takes
place there.
The students learn ever more about the mysteries of earthly nature as
well as human nature. Often a student, who wishes to delve deeper,
will ask questions and the Teacher will reply giving him clear knowledge
of his ignorance.
In other lessons they learn the numbers and their strength, because a
large portion of miracles are based on numbers. Each number has its
own strength and a combination of numbers, that is, the manner of their
rules together with their meanings, form the strength of spiritual
broadening for contemplations, which by numbers, that is, by a special
force, we send to many mortals so they can discover what has not so
far been discovered. But unfortunately for men, today there are very
few of those who recognise that the Heavenly Light has enlightened
them so they can find glory, honour etc.
Progress does not rely on Man’s intense effort, but primarily on his
enlightenment. First he is enlightened and afterwards he functions as a
worker of science. All these, the souls follow at the advanced classes
and with great willingness, they then perceive step by step the
relationship between the Spiritual Powers of Heaven on the spiritual
strength of earthly entities.
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As on Earth after a long journey travellers are thirsty or hungry, so here
their thirst is the acquisition of purer knowledge and their hunger the
acquisition of more strength, so they can more easily ascend the ladder
of their elevation.
The Great Leaders, advised by the special Stars of the Lord, develop
amongst themselves. The lower rank Leaders, even though they have
sufficient illumination, always need the lectures of the Great Leaders.
The lowest ranking citizens are taught according to a hierarchical order.
But there are many who, while on the earthly world were considered to
be great spirits – and this has cultivated some sort of egoism as lights
of the spirit – are taught by their subordinates, because, without being
malicious, they boasted that they knew everything.
With humans, a State’s management needs its citizens because it is
from them that it derives the material benefits and power for authority to
force those citizens to carry out their duties towards achieving the aim
that the management imposes on them. In Heaven the opposite
occurs. From the Palace of the Lord the pure water of knowledge
descends to the citizens to give all the Lord’s goods for their
reinforcement. Therefore, the Highest Authority does not draw strength
from its citizens. On the contrary it gives them power according to their
soul strength.
By acquiring the strength of pure knowledge the citizens are taught
more easily. But what happens to Our citizens when they are taught
about the Mysteries is that their understanding is immediate. However,
what slows them down (depending on their soul-strength) is the
assimilation of what they hear. On the contrary men assimilate
immediately with their environment but they are slow in comprehending
it.
One of the Teachings that is essential for the citizens of the White State
is the understanding of numbers.
For men, the number 0 (zero) means “nothing”. The number 1 (one) is
the unit of measure and 2 (two) means the doubling of unity etc.
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In the Spiritual World:
0 (zero) equals
1
equals
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

equals
equals
equals
equals
equals
equals
equals
equals

Nonexistence.
Unalterable Authority, Eternal, Unbending
towards its Laws.
Opposition.
Cooperation.
Circle of Enlightenment.
Source of Pure Light.
Balance of Forces
Creation and Destruction.
Hierarchical Operation of the Spiritual World.
Fertility.

These numbers, in various combinations give different results. The
combinations are unending. A small example is the number 3497 which
means: Governance with the Spiritual World for fertility by The Creation
through destruction.
As I said, the numbers are essential in the teaching of Heavenly
students.
The number 0 (zero) does not have the meaning of a circle but has the
meaning of absolute tranquillity in the perpetuity of non-existence,
except for the One and unchanging Entity. From chaotic Infinity, the
One, by Its creative Word, from nothingness, created everything.
Therefore the 0 (zero) was a created Infinity in the Infinity. Thus Infinity
is marked by a connected series of two 0 (zeros), that is  ( .


1

(One) is the basic Authority and 0 (zero) is the created Infinity.
Authority and Creation form the number 10 (ten).

10 (ten) is the partial Authority of the Creative Word. Such
Authorities consist of 10 (ten) Lords in each of the 13 (thirteen)
Councils of Heaven. Symbolically, in its general meaning 10
(ten) means Specialist Authority.
The Council of Spiritual Brilliance (or Splendour) is the Centre
capable of receiving and transmitting from all Councils, that is, it
is the mechanism of the Creative Word’s energy. You can
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observe this from the number fourteen (14). This Council is the
Command Centre.
11 (eleven) equals inactivity, irrespective if the numbers
separated are the favoured, 5 and 6. The source of Pure Light
(number 5) does not operate on the Balance (6). Both
numbers simultaneously affect the human entity to prevent
something harmful occurring.
12 (twelve) equals perfection, balance: 6 plus 6.
13 (thirteen) equals the grouping of the Governing Authority: 10
plus 3.
This is the first lesson on numbers.
As men go by boat to fish, similarly We traverse the ether going into a
specific place and from this place we try to fish the souls of men. On
Earth the fisherman catches fish for his sustenance or for his pleasure.
We fish by enlightening an entity. This entity then dreams and sees an
acquaintance or a relative who dissuades him from doing something
wrong or harmful to his entity. That is, We save by fishing, whereas
men do so from self-interest.
As on Earth, many of you dream about an exotic island for your
vacations. Similarly here, many of Our citizens dream about the Station
of Repose. The difference being that for men the exotic island is for a
short duration of time whereas the Station of Repose is Eternal,
infinitely more beautiful and more attractive than the most beautiful
physical beauties of Earth. Those men who want to travel to an exotic
place think about the expense and how they are going to acquire the
means for distant travel. Similarly, here they think of how they can
ascend psychically to reach the so desired port of delight and eternal
happiness and satisfaction. Of course those who have not yet acquired
the necessary resources, hope. But We, being free, are able to visit
this peaceful region of Heaven. That is why I am in a position to
describe it to you.
There, the Lord of the region, will receive you as a Lord Mayor receives
a dignitary from your Earth. The citizens of the Station of Repose are
included in the Great State of the Lord.
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We start Our journey in groups of two, three or more to enjoy this
excellent place of Creation. It is phantasmagorical with an ideal climate
for the soul. It gives such soul strength to the soul that Love is
completed and the completion of Love is True Light, which is equivalent
to Heavenly Knowledge.
I will describe to you My vacation to the Station of Repose.
When I visited the Station of Repose for the first time, the Lord of this
Station came to meet Me and escorted Me further into the fantastic
place of the reposing entities. Speaking the language of Truth, I ought
to tell you that in this Station, which you have named Paradise, from the
Old Testament, you imagine that it is planted with trees and other plants
- in reality nothing like this exists. It is ether, but what ether; it is
revitalizing.
As a beautiful and pleasant location on your Earth relaxes you and
invigorates your morale, so here, to an indescribable degree, you have
the feeling of beauty, and a pleasant and satisfying landscape. In this
Station only entities of Quality A (Alpha) exist (this is translated on Earth
as males) because entities of Quality B (Beta) (females) belong in the
special place of Station Γ (Gamma). This difference, the why, and how
etc will be elaborated by other Brothers of the Heavenly Authority.
When the traveller reaches a country unknown to him, which is civilised,
amongst the many spectacles that he is going to see in this country are
the museums. Here We do not have such buildings but We have
similar ideas that occupy the place of buildings. And the newly arrived
soul asks his guide: “Where is the Tree of Knowledge?” And the guide
replies: “This myth is mentioned in the earthly Bible”.
The images in the Bible were given to the people of that distant epoch
to make a stronger impression on those lacking in knowledge. And,
continues the guide:
“the apple does not exist in a specific place; it symbolises the
knowledge of Good and Evil in equal strength. But the spirit of the
second quality (Beta) entity, from curiosity and disobedience, made
the big mistake of investigating if the Powers of Good and Evil were
truly equal, and this way the spirit of the second quality entity
managed through persuasion to convince the spirit of the first
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quality (Alpha) entity to act with it to find the Truth, even though this
was forbidden by Anarhon. When I say the spirit I mean the spirits
that is the souls.
Why, you wonder, were the first souls not allowed to search for the
Truth for which today so much effort is made by you to learn about,
that which only We represent? At that time when Earth was not
inhabited (because it was during the first stage of its creation),
Truth was the Mystery that concealed the Creator, and it was as
though each researcher wanted to compare himself with Anarhon,
when the souls were most deficient in knowledge both spiritually
and ethically.
The Lord, of course, would have given the appropriate
Enlightenment but this had to be given during the souls’ earthly
existence, that is, they had to labour, to suffer, and to experiment in
order to acquire the freedom to enter the sanctuary of Truth’s Den.
Disobedience was one reason why the Lord has given the souls
the motive to acquire the Light of Hope in the new Kingdom of
Heaven”.
After this explanation, the guide spoke about the wonderful Words of
the Station of Repose. There, the souls enjoy all knowledge and very
seldom go to another Star from where they are able to follow the
movement of the Universal World. This Star is the centre of all the
mechanisms of attraction and repulsion; there, on-site, the Law of
Movement is studied upon which the whole universe is based.
The citizens of this Station (Paradise) are the happiest because they
have the opportunity to enrich their knowledge and enjoy the music of
Angels. I will not expand further on this Miracle of Creation. Depending
on the level of the students, We go to other Stars to follow all that would
seem strange and unbelievable to mortals.
The Lords are able to visit the bright Star of the High Priest of Heaven,
the Great and Eminent, in Energy and Knowledge, John Chrysostom
when it is necessary. They are also able to reach the Palace of the
Lord but they do not enter, because the Law of Heaven forbids all
except the inhabitants from entering. We arrive there many times to
receive the Lord and together We go to the Holy House of the Lord
which is the Parliament. From the Holy House of the Lord the whole
Kingdom learns everything that it ought to know.
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On Earth you need to have connections to approach a lord (who, in the
Spiritual World could be useless). Here, you acquire connections by
yourself, as long as you want to.
Depending on the level of the citizens of the Spiritual World, We are
able to visit the various Saints who form a special branch in Heaven
and who have positions according to their standing. Many of the Saints
who were considered great (on Earth) have a low position and others
who were considered lowly have higher positions. Here the positions
that they had on Earth are not taken into consideration, because Man is
never just in the granting of positions. The Saints do not get involved in
the State’s affairs; similarly, your Holy Authority on Earth should not get
involved in the affairs of the State.
The Management of the Saints is the Religious Authority, but they also
receive orders from the Management of the Spiritual Kingdom. In this
case, the souls are forced to be in disguise, that is, to wear mysterious
garments and visit Earth, visible both in dreams as well as in an
awakened state. These missions are called “inspection missions”.
The Religious Authority represents the ethical hypostasis of the soul
because, if in your world there was no religion, then ethics would not
exist. Religion is what enlivens ethics in Man. Through ethics, Man
walks the correct path and controls his passions, if he cannot totally
eliminate them.
Everyone knows the Laws here and no one breaks the law except for
the very few who descend to the depths of Erevos. Their soul will
remain there. It expands in order for the spirit to receive a teaching
because a Teacher is not obliged to descend the depths of Erevos to
teach. The soul ascends into special chambers for the punished. It is
blind, it cannot see, and after the end of the lesson it returns, because
as I said, through its contractions, it finds itself in its specified place.
The Laws have many provisions that have been enacted with the
absolute Justice of the Lawmaker. There are also pardons. These
depend on the willingness and work of the souls. In every case, the
Laws aim to benefit the soul and not to condemn it in all eternity. A
punished soul is able, after examination, to return to your Earth to totally
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absolve itself and obtain a high position, whereas another soul may not
evolve for infinite centuries.
You believe incorrectly that the Spirit of Evil resides in the depths of the
Earth. The Spirit of Evil resides on Earth. The down does not exist but
we say “down” and “up” so there is a distinction. And so, Evil wanders
in denser atmospheres whereas Good is in lighter atmospheres.
So you can understand me better:
In the State of Heavenly Life there are no sight-attractions that I can
describe, but there is something else that does not exist on your Earth
and that is the Pure Knowledge, the unending progress of Knowledge
and its Mysteries. Here, the whole movement takes place around
education and because the citizens are souls, we say that this
education is psychical (for the soul) and not spiritual as you commonly
say.
In the perishable Earth there are an infinite number of spies. Of course,
all of them do not work for the benefit of humanity. The spy, cares first
for his material rise and secondly, serves whoever supports him.
A spy means a bad nature for exploitation. Such spies have existed
since ancient times. Contrary to the spies, We send Apostles. The
difference is as much as between black and white. For centuries
Heaven has not sent Apostles to your Earth. Many have the title of
Apostles or saints without there being any trace of them. However,
Heaven that takes care of everything has already detached some
entities from its Stations and has sent them to Earth. They will receive
the messages from Heaven and will be concerned with these as the
Heavenly Spiritual Authority dictates. Also, since long time ago, We
have sent armies that are now becoming men, in order to enlighten the
perishable World. These armies are Apostles from Heaven. The
Apostles do not spy but teach Love towards their neighbour and Peace
for all men, so that all men can see in Peace, the Face of God. God, as
one of the Great Lords said is Faceless and all Love, Benevolence and
Peace. Therefore when Peace prevails we are able to see His Face in
it. God takes care of the good of all His children. When brotherhood is
real, and you act on the basis of His Laws, you see Him, if you want to.
In Our State the entities have the freedom of Justice. On Earth your
entities have the freedom of speech and speech many times results in
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the punishment of the entity through imprisonment. In Our State the
entities are punished for sins committed on Earth.
In Our State no citizen carries out an act that would displease his
brother. On Earth the authorities punish you. Here, you are punished
by your subconscious. How does this happen? This is how: Your
judge is Divinity that is inside the small inner chamber of your
conscience. No one forces the entity to self-punish if the entity itself
does not recognise its fault and submit to the corresponding degree of
punishment. If it does not accept this, then the entity does not enter
into Our State. It wanders until it collapses.
Everything here follows a specified rhythm because everything depends
directly on the influence of Divine Law.
On the contrary on your Earth everything depends on other rules and
imperfect laws as we will see further on.
The Centre of Enlightenment for your Earth is the Council of Spiritual
Brilliance (Splendour). This is also called the “Centre of Spiritual Sun”.
From here the secondary leaders and their assistants send their
spiritual rays to specific people. From here also, the Leaders are
connected with Their Centre on Earth.
The Heavenly Enlightenment develops human languages so that new
words enrich their vocabulary, without the existence of a correlation with
the unreachable and unending richness of the Heavenly language,
which operates by radiating meanings.
With the passage of time many words have lost their meaning and this
is due to the spiritual decline of Man. There are many such examples.
In Heaven the spirit develops through pure knowledge. On Earth the
opposite occurs. Progress means the decline of the spirit.
Here, through their holy duties, the Sacred and the Saints act for the
salvation of Man. On the contrary, on Earth the lawmakers and the
lawyers complicate situations. But when they come here they will not
hold enviable positions. This is because whilst on Earth, evil inspired
them and they established laws and without having the right they also
established punishment when they defended injustice in the name of
Justice. Many of them twist the meaning of words. However when they
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appear at the Gates of Heaven then they will see everything with their
inner eye and will recognise their miscarriage of justice, submitting to
their just, spiritual humiliation. On Earth they cultivate the spirit of their
egoism and for this reason very few of them undergo development in
Heaven. Most of them wander, if they are not in punishment.
The lawmaker, Lycurgus, had no authority to remove the life of sick
children in his epoch. This action was sufficient for him to be punished.
Many of those sick children had a bright destiny.
You perceive Justice according to the strength of your soul, so all of you
are unable to express an opinion on a simple subject. Historically and
currently you have a twisted meaning of Justice.
Solomon’s justice, on one hand was correct in the case of the two
opposing women but on the other hand was wrong regarding the
judgement of the judge. When Solomon ruled upon the dissection of
the child, if neither women had decided to claim the child, then what
would this wise man of his epoch have done? To which of the two
mothers would he have given Justice? On the other hand if the true
mother in her confusion did not relinquish her claim, who then would be
blamed for the dissection of the child? Therefore Solomon was not
dispensing Divine Justice but was applying human tricks.
You admire the Macedonian Alexander for solving the Gordian knot.
The oracle saved the situation through fame. This was not a solution
but an episode for superstitious people.
The word “non existence” has no meaning for Man. It belongs to the
Mysteries of Heaven and means the period before the psycho-spiritual
creation, which you can call the “timeless period”.
We spoke about the entities in Our State and we compared them with
the earthly entities of humanity. Animals are also entities.
Whilst the wild ones on Earth are not approachable because of their
instinct, here, when they develop, of course, they are the weakest
entities of Our Kingdom. They are the ornaments of Our State. There
is no need for them to attack anyone; their brightness is of small
intensity. When a psycho-spiritual entity appears on their path then
depending on the intensity of light that the higher entities radiate, they
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depart. It is a beautiful spectacle to see the different animals of the
animal kingdom in their spiritual life. They shine in the expanse of the
vast State with soft and diverse radiating colours.
“What is their use here?” you will say. In this case, what is also the use
of Man in the White State of the Lord? Man has a destination of
ascension from Divinity. Similarly, the animals have a different
destination for the elevation of their quality.
Your nature has other living entities that are immovable, such as the
Kingdom of the Plants. The plants develop, as well as the animals
develop. The first plants of Creation are not the same as the ones you
have now. There is an immense difference between the two when
comparing the different periods of the simple and the developed. Here
the plants have a bright shade. It is sufficient for a leading psychospiritual entity to be able to see the reflection of Earth in Heaven. Often
the birds take part in Heavenly festivities. Those of them that can sing
give the pulse of sound through pulsating radiation. All living entities
understand the simple meaning of the language of Heaven. If they
want something from their friends who are on Earth, they obtain special
permission and present themselves to the Lord, Whose reflection at that
instance is a radiation of attraction.
As on Earth which is adorned by many animals, so here there is an
infinite number of animals of spiritual appearance. Here there are
animals that no longer exist on your Earth, for example the flying horse
and the “pyrokroustis” (an animal of the creation period which when it
opened its mouth it projected a liquid that caused burning). There are
many others that Man was unable to examine or even to imagine.
We depart for the Infinity. This departure is made from Earth.
There are many souls for departure. Many Guardian Angels appear to
receive them, awaiting their last breath. All souls that are due to depart
are in categories, but We will give the signal for departure.
The souls that are linked with matter remain above their body and they
are sorry because they leave the earthly life without, of course, knowing
the Heavenly one, which is not pleasant to all because not everyone
has the qualifications. My dear friends, when you are appointed to a
labour centre without having the necessary skills, what is your place
there? This is the same with the soul.
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The souls float for a certain number of days and afterwards ascend to
the Gates of Heaven to give account. The ascent is made slowly so
that the soul can get used to the change of being separated from
matter. It is a dreadful spectacle when the soul feels the separation and
looks at the discarded body awaiting burial.
However, when the souls, through their purity, their good acts and piety
towards Divinity and love towards Man depart Earth, their spirit remains
for only three days in the material world, whereas the soul expands
ascending to Heaven and it is placed in the appropriate place without
losing the link with its spirit.
The souls that belong to higher Stations, ascend to higher Heavenly
levels.
All travel together towards Infinity but We will accompany the souls of
the higher Stations. The Lords who will familiarise them with the
Mystery called “Immortality” receive them at the entrance of Our
Kingdom. The souls change Guardian Angel and according to the
soul’s position one the Great Orators or Leaders takes on the duty of
guide. As I said all this happens in Infinity. The soul is orientated and
then the Heavenly Teaching commences. This is the Preliminary
enlightenment for guidance.
After forty (40) days there is no link between the soul and Earth. All the
souls are organised, some on one scale and others in another etc.
Depending on the strength of the soul they come into contact directly or
indirectly with brotherly souls of Earthly relatives, exchanging ideas and
the stronger soul gives advice or encouragement to the others. This is
how We travel from Earth to Infinity that has no distances for the souls
but the distances are incomprehensible to men. Travel to Infinity does
not mean from Earth to the Moon or to another star nearby. Such
distances are so small, that they are not considered as distances of the
Infinity.
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